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Gavin Cassens(August 16th,1968)
 
Just a novice poet.  All from the heart.
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Breathing Indigo
 
Love hither up the spiral
and the bell sustains it's silence
impressions on stone mark me well
 
left the flat land an hour ago
to have a smoke and get some sleep
walking with you while breathing indigo
wakes me inward and windows seep
 
painted shut over thirty years
five in one and ten in a dime
finally open and shifting the chime
 
halfway over yet just beginning
twice as fast as we watch the middle
living slow in full vertigo
I know what love is two
 
how far can distance travel
four and then five, maybe more
respite and release internal core
 
Gavin Cassens
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Could Have Been
 
Can't remember the color of your eyes
I'd let go if I ever had the time
you disengaged without even looking
now tell me what color are mine
 
hearts can never be broken
by a man with no devotion
you don't know that I've become
everything you've never won
 
I am your positive as you oppose
fight the fight to becoming a man
success is mine where you have failed
fatherhood in tact as I upheld
 
children grow with whom they're given
children grow regardless of position
innocence loves within and no doubt
the father, mine, will not be without
 
blue and brown as I see in theirs
they will never forget the time we share
reflects in my eyes, love, truth, yang & yin
I am the father you could have been
 
Gavin Cassens
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Disassembled And In Place
 
fighting happiness with all your might
battling & boxing imperfections of the trite
wrestling love ideas to the old sod
the waves over reaching our esplanade
 
tricky, tricky, tricky with all these lights
give it away until you are full
tricky, tricky, tricky with all these heights
give me away, don't push, don't pull
 
it should be easy, so easy
I won't forget where it hurts
all the right pieces are disassembled and in place
a coalition of the willing should reflect my face
 
rickety, rickety, rickety with a devilish grin
that fucking door is open again
rickety, rickety, rickety left thinking bane
tribulations of a whispering campaign
 
keep on asking and giving it power
you cannot deny what you have not discovered
disbelief in gravity doesn't make you wrong
truth reveals as notes fall in the song
 
as I pull away just to get closer
still plenty of mine left unspent
time, love and devotion
always did travel in harmonic motion
 
Gavin Cassens
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Sleep Walk
 
I crawl in next to you
warm, love, touch, sleep
freely, you are my everything
content as I nuzzle
dream... silence
 
you crawl in next to me
radiant from behind, warms my mind
two as one, peace unfolds
layers of us as emotions rest
 
waking to discover unconditional dreams of lovers
while conscious flows as life's needing
you need to know
for you, my heart is forever bleeding
 
(November 14th,2006)
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